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Dear Valued Couples & Guests         3-20-2020 
 

RE: Coronavirus COVID-19 – WEDDINGS, EVENTS, & GROUPS 

 

Each day we are updated with news and information about coronavirus as this epidemic is affecting areas all 

over of the world, and as of March 16th, 2020 Oregon has new regulations that will impact you, our valued 

guests. We appreciate your patience while all of us work through these times, as we are committed to 

offering you an all-season resort destination here at Running Y Ranch Resort.  

 

Following the orders of social distancing and regulations by Governor of Oregon Kate Brown, Running Y 

Properties is taking steps towards halting gatherings of 25 people or more, and practicing social distancing of 

10 or less people. 

 

WEDDINGS, EVENTS, GROUPS 

We are very unsure as to what is going to happen in the next couple months. What we do know is 

that Oregon’s Governor has regulations in place to social distancing yourself, no gathering of 25 or 

more are allowed, and to avoid casual gatherings of 10 or more people until April 11th, 2020.  

We have direct instructions to follow these guidelines until April 11th 2020. We are unsure as to what 

is happening moving past this date, but all we can do is wait.  

We will be collecting deposits and payments as normal, as your event is outside the order from the 

Governor of Oregon, Kate Brown. We want to express that we sympathize that this is a very nerve-

wracking time for the entire world, and we, Running Y Properties, will be as flexible as possible. Given 

the circumstance that our Governor extends these dates past your event/group/wedding date, we will 

adjust accordingly at that time. 

If you wish to move your date at this time to another specific date (before the above measures stated 

are up), we can do so, but please keep in mind to secure an alternate date, additional deposits may 

apply and rates may be adjusted, as this would fall into new business. 
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We are committed to your patronage and understand that COVID-19 may result in cancellations. Please do 

not hesitate to reach out to our staff here at Running Y Properties if we can help answer questions and assist 

you. 
 

We look forward to serving you, our valued guests and travelers. We appreciate your patience during this 

time, as each day brings new challenges and changes. We want to wish all our groups, events, couples, and 

families well during this time. 

 

 

Please let us know if you have any further questions, 

We will be accepting questions/concerns/inquiries through email and phone call. 

 

Thank you, 

 

 

 
 
Christy Mullinix | General Manager 

P:541.850.5599 | F:541.850.5763 

Christym@RunningY.com  

 

 
Meredith Mackey | Director of Sales & Marketing 

P:541.850.5502 | F:541.850.5787 

MeredithM@RunningY.com

 

 

 

 
Kim M Abel | Sales Manager | Certified Wedding Planner  

P: 541.850.5785 | F: 541.850.5787 

KimA@RunningY.com 
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